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Unit 6: Citizenship, Society and the Public Services January 2017
General Comments
This was the fourth sitting of this examination and it was noted that once
again, in a number of areas the performance of the learners had improved,
showing good understanding of some of the core content areas of the
specification. In particular the learners showed a greater understanding of
the protected characteristics as listed in the specification. It was also clear
in the responses from learners that progress has been made to improve the
teaching of this unit, this was evident as knowledge across all areas of unit
content tested in this examination was displayed.
There were good examples in the responses to most questions, and some
learners used clear and current examples to illustrate their answers. This
was the case in the answers of questions relating to the uniformed public
services, where the better answers were expanded. It was not so evident
with answers relating to the non-uniformed services. The good application
to the public services as a whole was particularly strong in the responses
from the more able learners, where a clear understanding of the
relationship between citizens, society and the public services was often
displayed. This was generally well demonstrated in Question 18, in which a
number of strong responses made clear reference to both uniformed and
non-uniformed services.
In the questions designed to test the higher order skills of the learners,
some of the answers showed good knowledge and understanding of the key
concepts which, as stated above, were often supported by practical
examples, although some learners struggled to extend their answer when
an explanation is called for.
However, further areas that continue to be worked on when teaching this
unit and preparing the learners for the examination is the understanding of
key terms and concepts within the specification.
Examination Technique
 Emphasise to the learners that when asked to name a public service
they name the service and not the job roles within it.
 Read the question carefully, if they are given an example in the
question and asked for another example, they must provide one.
They should not attempt to re-write the given example.
 Develop the skills of the learners to develop answers, in particular
those in which they are asked to 'explain'. This applies to both the
application of knowledge and understanding and simply a term from
the specification.

Question 1
Learners were asked to provide two characteristics, other than age that
should not restrict someone from obtaining employment. Most learners who
could give one characteristic could usually go on to name both.
2 Marks awarded

2 Marks awarded

Question 2
Learners were asked to select from a list of four the meaning of the term
harassment. Most learners selected the correct option.

Question 3
Learners were asked to provide two reasons why the public services are in
place.
This was a question worth 2 marks and the majority of learners managed to
correctly identify two reasons, in some cases using the exact terms used in
the specification.

2 Marks awarded

2 Marks awarded

0 Marks awarded
Some learners did not
read the question
properly and re-stated
the two reasons given
in the question.
Learners should be
encouraged to ensure
that where an example
is given in the
question, it should not
be included in the
answer.

Question 4
Learners were expected to outline 2 ways that a public service employee
can demonstrate good citizenship. Expected answers included:
 undertaking voluntary work at a youth club / scouting organisation
 doing a sponsored walk to raise funds for local community project /
charitable cause

2 Marks
awarded

A wide range of answers were given, of which a significant number were not
an outline.
0 Marks
awarded
This was typical of
a number of
responses, in
which they made
simple statements
and not extended
them to be an
outline.

Question 5
Learners were asked to name two public services, other than the Fire and
Rescue Service that routinely support individuals in their homes. Expected
answers to this question were expected to include:
 Police
 Social Services
 Ambulance Service
 NHS

2 Marks awarded

0 Marks - as this
response stated a way in
which the Fire and Rescue
Service supports
individuals in their homes.

0 Marks - this response
was typical of a number
that stated job roles
within the service and
not the service itself.

Question 6
Learners were expected to identify and state two ways in which the need for
equal opportunities has affected public service.

2 Marks awarded

1 Mark awarded

0 Marks Awarded

Question 7
This was a single mark question designed to assess the understanding of
simple terms used in the specification, in this case they were asked to
provide a definition of the term 'multiculturalism'.

1 Mark awarded

0 Marks awarded as in these cases the
responses are little
more than a restating
of the question.

Question 8
This question asked the learners to state three responsibilities other than
obeying the law of employees working in central government

3 Marks awarded

2 Marks awarded

There were a number of learners who included legal responsibilities in their
answers, so learners should be reminded to ensure that they read and
understand the question, especially if it is one such as this, where they are
given an example in the question.

0 Marks
awarded

0 Marks awarded

Question 9
Learners were expected to outline 2 ways public services are provided to
different groups in society. This question was not very well answered, with
few learners gaining both marks.
1 Mark awarded

0 Marks awarded

Question 10a
Learners were expected to explain one aspect of a fair trial. A significant
number of learners provided good responses regarding the initial
identification of aspects of a fair trial. Unfortunately, few could extend this
in order to gain the second mark.

2 Marks awarded

1 Mark awarded

Question 10b
This question, like Question 10a focused on the rights of individuals. This
question expected learners to explain one aspect of the right to respect for
a private and family life.
As in the previous question, a significant number could state an aspect of
the right, but relatively few could explain it.

2 Marks awarded

1 Mark awarded

Question 11
Learners were asked to link two public services with the facilities they
provide to society.
2 Marks awarded

0 Marks awarded - This scatter gun
approach resulted in no marks
being awarded

Question 12
This question was answered reasonably well, with most learners being able
to clearly identify at least one way that the growth in ICT has affected how
individuals interact with public services. A significant number of those being
able to extend their responses to gain the additional mark(s).
4 Marks awarded - in each of
these examples the learners have
both identified ways in which the
growth in ICT has affected how
individuals interact with public
services, but also extended their
answers and gained maximum
marks.

2 Marks awarded - 2 valid ways
identified but no expansion to gain
the additional marks

Question 13a
This question asked the learners to outline two reasons why information
supplied to public services should be verifiable and accurate. Expected
answers here included:
 to enable public services to deploy the appropriate resources
 to confirm the identity of an individual

2 Marks awarded

2 Marks awarded

Question 13b
This question asked the learners to explain one way in which public services
use information supplied to them by individuals.
2 Marks awarded

2 Marks awarded

Question 14
For this question, learners were expected to explain one way that a public
service employee may seek redress. This question proved quite challenging
for the learners with relatively few gaining both marks.

1 Mark awarded

0 Marks awarded

Question 15
This was a straightforward recall question from the specification, in which
they were asked to identify a type of responsibility people have when
working in public. The specification lists three types of responsibility, legal,
cultural and professional. They were given 'Legal' in the question, but
relatively few stated either cultural or professional.
1 Mark awarded

Question 16a
This question asked the learners to outline two ways that the fire and
rescue service could attract more women to apply to join the service. This
question produced a good range of answers with most learners outlining at
least one approach.

2 Marks awarded

2 Marks awarded

0 Marks awarded - as
this was not an outline.
It could have been
extended into an
outline, by stating that
the advertising could be
focused at women.

Question 16b
In this question learners were expected to explain one way public service
organisations to promote equality.
This question was generally well answered with most learners identifying
the way and gaining the first of the two available marks. Fewer learners
went on to fully explain the approach and gain the second mark.

1 Mark
awarded

2 Marks awarded

Question 17
Learners were expected to apply their knowledge by means of explaining
two ways that police protect individuals and communities. A significant
number of learners managed to identify at least one valid way that the
police protect individuals and communities, a significant proportion of those
went on to identify the second way and to effectively extend their answer.

4 Marks awarded

2 Marks awarded

Question 18
This question proved challenging for most learners with most learners
gaining 1-3 marks. Learners were expected to discuss the impact of a
changing demographic on public services, including factors such as:
 additional resources are needed to cope with the demand
 ways in which particular services are affected
 the overall impact on public service provision as a whole
A significant number of learners recognised the impact on the services as a
result of the elderly being more vulnerable. There were a some learners
that wrote about the impact on the individuals rather than public services.

2 Mark Response
This is a good
example of a typical
2 mark response.
The learner has
recognised that the
elderly are more
vulnerable and as a
result there is an
impact on the
ambulance service,
which they have
briefly described.

6 Mark Response
This a good 6 mark
response
The learner
recognises the impact
on the NHS and
Ambulance Service.
They identify that the
elderly are more
vulnerable to
accidents and ill
health than other
groups and that this
puts the NHS under
financial pressure,
paying for additional
things such as
equipment and
medication.
They then discuss the
impact on the police
service who may be
affected by the
elderly being more
vulnerable to crime.
They make reference
to the impact on the
Fire and Rescue
Service, as they too
have to deal with the
vulnerability of the
elderly.

They conclude their
work by stating that
as the ambulance
service are needed to
attend to the elderly,
other aspects of their
service provision are
impacted, and that
elements such as
reputation of public
services are affected.

Summary
Based on their performance on this paper, in future learners should:
•

Remember that there is an hour to complete this paper and plan time
accordingly. The lengthier questions come towards the end of the
paper so more time could be allocated for later questions.

•

Spend time reading each question thoroughly to ensure the question
asked is the question answered, underline key words or instructions
from the question.

•

Be aware that all parts of the specification will be tested during the
life of the qualification.

•

Study the specification to ensure key aspects and terms within the
specification are known.



When a specific public service being named in the question to focus
the answer on that particular service / group of services.

•

Look at the command word in the question – e.g. outline, describe,
explain, discuss. These words provide information on the type of
response required and how the answer should be phrased. For
example, ‘outline’ requires a basic response, whereas ‘explain’ will
require an initial idea or way, to be identified followed by expansion
and/or examples to apply and illustrate why this idea or way is
suitable.

•

If two explanations are required half the marks will be awarded for
the first response and the other half will be awarded for the second
response. So if only one explanation is made then half the marks
allocated for the question will be lost.

•

Plan the response to the last question. This will require a number of
different aspects to be addressed, with reasoning, for higher marks to
be awarded.

•

Exam techniques are important and appropriate preparation will
ensure that learners approach the exam more confidently and with
knowledge of how to respond to different types of questions.
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What is a grade boundary?
A grade boundary is where we ‘set’ the level of achievement required to
obtain a certain grade for the externally assessed unit. We set grade
boundaries for each grade (Distinction, Merit, Pass and Level 1 fallback).

Setting grade boundaries
When we set grade boundaries, we look at the performance of every learner
who took the assessment. When we can see the full picture of
performance, our experts are then able to decide where best to place the
grade boundaries. This means that they decide what the lowest possible
mark should be for a particular grade.
When our experts set the grade boundaries, they make sure that learners
receive grades which reflect their ability. Awarding grade boundaries
ensures that a learner who receives a 'Distinction' grade next year, will have
similar ability to a learner who has received a 'Distinction’ grade this year.
Awarding grade boundaries is conducted to make sure learners achieve the
grade they deserve to achieve, irrespective of variation in the external
assessment.

Variations in externally assessed question papers
Each exam we set asks different questions and may assess different parts of
the unit content outlined in the specification. It would be unfair to learners
if we set the same grade boundaries year on year because then it wouldn't
take into account that a paper may be slightly easier or more difficult than
the year before.
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